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Oneodio Pro30 headphones
The  Oneodio  Pro30  are  the  ideal  headphones  for  DJs  and  anyone  professionally  involved  in  music.  Dual  50mm  dynamic  drivers  are
responsible for the high quality sound with powerful bass. The comfortable design of the headphones and the soft ear cups will keep you
comfortable during prolonged use. They use Shareport technology and stand out for their wide compatibility thanks to 3.5 mm and 6.35
mm connectors. 
 
Crystal-clear sound
Listen to your music. The Pro30 headphones feature dual 50 mm dynamic drivers for high sound quality. So you can enjoy crystal clear
and richly detailed sound, as well as deep bass. Now you can discover your favourite songs anew.
 
More possibilities
Play music from your smartphone and listen together with your friends on your headphones! The headphones use Shareport technology,
which  allows  you  to  share  your  music  with  others  without  the  need  for  additional  splitters.  Simply  use  one  of  the  ports  on  the
headphones to connect the headphones together using the cable you'll find included. Check out how easy it is!
 
Wide compatibility
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You don't have to worry about compatibility issues anymore! The headphones are equipped with a 3.5 mm and 6.35 mm port, so you can
easily connect them to most popular devices. You can easily connect them to tablets, smartphones, laptops, PS / Xbox consoles, as well
as electric guitars and keyboards. What's more, you can freely connect 2 devices to them at the same time. 
 
With convenience in mind
Listen  to  your  favourite  tunes  for  as  long  as  you  like  without  worrying  about  discomfort.  The  Pro30  features  soft  protein  leather  and
memory foam earcups that mould perfectly to the shape of your ears, while providing the highest levels of comfort and noise isolation.
Also noteworthy is the headphones' stylish design, which is sure to appeal to many a music enthusiast. 
 
Included
headphones
3.5 mm jack audio cable
6.35 mm / 3.5 mm cable
fabric bag 
user manual
Manufacturer
Oneodio
Model
Pro30
Colour 
Silver
Transducers
50 mm
Impedance
32 Ω
Sensitivity
110 dB ± 3 dB
Frequency response
20Hz-20000Hz
Rated power
30 mW
Connectors
3.5 mm / 6.35 mm

Price:

Before: € 45.4977

Now: € 41.50
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